Dasht Foundation Annual Report 2020

An overview showing our achievements, impact and
finances

Foreword
In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic made it even more clear that the world is in crisis
and that we all need to take action and restore damaged ecosystems. We dedicated
our work to support the global Sustainable Development Goals and invest in a
healthy planet as much as possible. As in 2019, the main focus of our work was on
the planting of trees, with its many benefits including atmospheric carbon dioxide
drawdown, soil protection and regeneration, and biodiversification. Because of the
incredible support we received, we made a difference. Financial support from donors
across the planet. In-kind support by tireless volunteers and compassionate NGOs.
Mental support from our friends in real life and on social media. We thank you all.
Unfortunately for everyone, 2020 marked the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Also
the Dasht plans were severely disrupted. Our tree planting campaign in Tajikistan
was cancelled as we could not enter the country. Nevertheless we managed to keep
the spirits high and pushed hard to make our Greenland plans happen. We
succeeded, despite operational delays due to COVID-19 restrictions, and despite low
tree sapling availability from Iceland as COVID inspired the Icelanders to plant more
trees.
The Dasht team wholeheartedly thanks all our partners, helpers and funders for
believing in our mission. Your support means a lot.
On behalf of the Dasht team, I wish you the very best,

Faezeh M. Nick, CEO of the Dasht Foundation
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The Dasht Foundation
Stichting Dasht Foundation has been granted the status of Public Benefit Organization
(Dutch acronym: ‘ANBI’) by the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration in May 2019. That
means the foundation does not intend to make a profit and operates only as a public benefit
organization.
Dasht strives to reduce environmental and social issues by inspiring local communities, and
improve living conditions of humans and animals by re-greening the planet and planting
trees. An important facet of this is to increase people’s awareness on climate change, and to
inform farmers and stakeholders on the benefits of sustainable farming practices and efficient
use of water in support of the organic movement. Importantly, Dasht Foundation also takes
action in drawing down atmospheric carbon dioxide through the planting of trees. In 2020, the
organisation pursued these objectives through two projects.

Projects
Greenland Trees
The Greenland Trees project is run by scientists, some of whom are already in Greenland for
glaciological work. Greenland Trees plants trees in Greenland while engaging the locals.
These are the primary benefits:
● the increases in awareness of the impacts of climate change to the people of
Greenland and beyond,
● the support in environmental education in Greenland through youth engagement in
schools and planting areas,
● landscape restoration in a heavily degraded former military base and other urbanised
environments,
● the increase in biodiversity,
● the support of forest research,
● the drawdown of atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Achievements
In 2020 the second Greenland Trees field campaign took place
after the launch of the project in January 2019, building on south
Greenland experience that goes back decades earlier from people
like Poul Bjerg, Søren Odum and Kenneth Høegh. An unexpected
side effect of the Coronavirus reduced the number of tree saplings
to be planted by Greenland Trees, because in Iceland where the
saplings came from the demand for trees was high, reducing
availability. In cooperation among 14 people from Greenland and
internationally, Greenland Trees had a successful 21 August to 3
September 2020 field campaign in which 4000 saplings from two
species (Engelmannii and Poplar) were planted.
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Planting was in Narsaq (1000 trees),
Qanasiassat and Narsarsuaq. In all locations,
the relative mix was ~1/3 poplar, ~2/3
engelmannii.
60 self-seeded larix sibirca in Qanasiassat
were transplanted from near the shoreline up
into the fenced area.
Fence repair at Qannasiassat was made
around the entire 1.4 km perimeter, taking ~5
people 2.5 days hammering in ~150 fallen or
loose posts, installing ~15 new poles
and re-attaching barbed wire using materials
from the Qannasiassat cabin and from Qingua
farmer Christian Frederiksen and two of his
children.
Saplings were imported from Iceland using the
Eimskib/Royal Arctic Line.
Reconnaissance of potential greenhouse
locations took place. Hotel Narsaq is eager to
help us achieve our goals and offered to have
the greenhouse behind the hotel.

School kids from Qassiarsuk helped us
plant trees in Qanasiassat.
We again found much enthusiasm among Greenlandic residents for planting trees.
The in-kind voluntary contributions from the Unu Mondo Expedition crew of six were of truly
major assistance with planting, fence maintenance, filming, and the transport of people and
plants between Narsaq, Qanasiassat and Narsarsuaq.
Positions of areas were recorded using GPS with details including verbal description
captured in this report and in field books.
Survey of the previous year’s Narsarsuaq planting activities revealed a high (c. 80%)
success rate. Loss of some plants on the most sandy slopes was evident as the slope
movement/erosion appears to have buried some of the larix planted behind hotel
Narsarsuaq.
Babak Salek, professional video editor, joined the expedition to help produce an informative
video on Greenland Trees, particularly to obtain funding for a greenhouse in Narsaq.
Dirk van As obtained some fantastic drone footage
Photography from Julien Fumard and videography from Thomas Bour and Lucas Boitier was
also extensive from the Unu Mondo team.
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New saplings are planted in the heavily
degraded former military base in Narsarsuaq
village.

Trees:
Siberian Larch (60 replanting), Poplar (1000) and Engelmann Spruce (3000).
From Gróðrarstöðin Mörk (mork.is) and Ingemar Magnusson, we received 4000 trees in
plastic trays in three open wooden crates delivered by Eimskip/RAL cargo. Including about
60 re-plantings, we planted 4060 trees in 2020.

Monitoring and Evaluation
The 2019 planting campaign was a
successful campaign. By the 2020 visit, it
was evident that most trees we planted in
August 2019 had survived. Kenneth Høegh
testified before our arrival that the weather
conditions had been good since "100%" of
the saplings planted in the grass behind
the hotel in 2019 were alive in July 2020.
Poplar trees planted one year earlier in
Narsarsuaq, were roughly twice the size of
the original plant and with ~3 times more
leaves in August 2020.

Young trees have survived their first year in Greenland.
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Tajikistan Trees

Landslides and soil erosion decrease Tajikistan’s agricultural productivity. Views from the
road between Dushanbe and Jafr village.
Within the Tajikistan Trees project, Dasht plants trees in Tajikistan, currently in and around
farms, and in the future also at schools. Trees for smallholder farmers are a win-win-win-win
for climate, nature, health and welfare of locals. And we ensure tree permanence because
the farmers directly benefit. The work is done in close collaboration with two local NGOs:
Rushnoi and Neksigol Mushovir. The benefits of the project are plentiful:
● the reforestation of Tajikistan after significant reductions in forest area in past
decades,
● the drawdown of atmospheric carbon,
● the revitalisation of sustainable small-scale farming, and thereby the improvement of
livelihoods in rural communities.Farmers gain experience through training workshops
and tree planting, enabling them to conduct these activities later on their own,
● the protection and regeneration of soil for present and future generations. The trees
will develop tall trunks up to two meter in diameter that protect the soil from strong
winds. They shade the water surface of canals and reduce erosion. Planting field
edge shelterbelts protects crops against drought by reducing surface evaporative
moisture loss at day and reducing chilling at night. Tree-covered areas increase water
infiltration. Root growth fragments soil, creating space for air and water, which
improves aeration and vertical drainage. Thus, surface runoff is reduced, in turn
decreasing peak flows in waterways and reducing flooding. The trees will effectively
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●

improve watershed management. The green wall reduces the passing of pests and
diseases, limiting the need for pesticides, and avoiding their costs,
the increase in biodiversity. Trees in shelterbelts provide over-winter refuges, nesting
sites and feeding sources for pollinators.

Rushnoi NGO helping farmers to plant trees around a farm in Jafr village on behalf of the
Dasht foundation.
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Achievements
Trees for smallholder farmers: Poplar, Salix L. (willow) and Ailanthus (tree of heaven).
Locations: Jafr and Mazor villages, Tajikistan.

Each farmer with 0.50 or 1.5 ha land has between 4 and 6 employees. The population of Jafr
village, where the farmers live, is 2700. The population of Mazor village is 400. 40% of
farmers have fruit gardens. 30% of farmers grow crops on their land. Another 30% of farmers
grow natural grasses as fodder for livestock.

Organic farm in Jafr village, benefiting from large trees around their crops, serving as a
model to replicate elsewhere.
In 2020, the first year of the project, we planned to work with 50 farmers and help them plant
6000 shade trees. We were planning to buy tree saplings from local tree nurseries, offer
them to the smallholder farmers and provide labor to the farmers to plant the trees around
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their farms. We were planning at the same time to organise participatory workshops for the
farmers to share the knowledge about organic farming techniques and practices in order to
reclaim the ecological status of the project area and achieve sustainability in food production.
Unfortunately due to Covid-19 restrictions we were not able to travel to Tajikistan. All the
planned activities were postponed to 2021. However, Rushnoi NGO, planted 100 trees
around a farm and produced a video for our website.
Further we have agreed to collaborate with Neksigol Mushovir NGO on a big project, Trees
For Schools. In collaboration with them, we buy young trees locally and plant them near
schools with help from school teachers and kids. We will also design educational activities to
focus on sensitising kids to the importance of nutritious and healthy food and at the same
time, inspiring and motivating them to think about healthy ecosystems and how the kids can
support a green revolution. At the same time we will conduct workshops about how to make a
vegetable garden for the schools. Interested mothers from the village can join to help the
school and learn about making a sustainable vegetable garden in their backyard.

Our organisation
Team
The team is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Dasht organisation and its
projects. The team members are:
● Jason E. Box
Environmentalist / Co-founder
● Faezeh M. Nick
Founding director / Executive board
● Dirk van As
Science and logistics advisor / Co-founder
● Arefeh Riahi
Creative director
● Eva van Dijk
Sustainable agriculture advisor
● Sina M. Nick
Environmental specialist

Supervisory board
The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the general affairs of the foundation, and
the supervision of the executive board’s management and policies. The board is also
responsible for the quality of governance and management of Dasht, according to the
statutes of Dasht and the regarding law and regulations. The supervisory board is in charge
of the – periodically evaluated – remunerative policy of the executive board. The supervisory
board members receive no award but can be allocated an expense allowance, which they did
not request nor receive in 2020. The supervisory board consists of:
● Elly C.N. Hilgeman
President
● Bamshad Houshyani Hassanzadeh
Secretary
● Michiel M. Helsen
Treasurer
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Financial statement
In 2020, our income consisted of donations from individuals mainly through the KBFUS
foundation and the EarthInsight NGO. Also we transferred a balance of nearly €22.000 from
2019. About 36% of the total income was spent directly for tree planting and 19% for the
operational costs of the projects and the foundation. About 45% of the income has been
transferred to 2021.
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